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Abstract
The Internet makes it possible to share information (e.g. text, image, audio, video and other formats of data)
across the globe. In this paper we look at collaborative Internet environments for applications whose user
interface is described by the W3C DOM – this can be expected to be a standard for browsers and other
office tools and so of general importance. We demonstrate a powerful general approach, which first uses
the MVC (Model View Controller) paradigm to restructure applications as Web Services and then applies a
general approach to making Web services collaborative. We demonstrate the essential ideas with the Java
open-source SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) browser and describe the key general features of this way of
building interactive Web-based applications.
1. Introduction
Grids, peer-to-peer networking or more generally Internet systems (or Internet computing) are developing
both new technologies and new approaches to large scale applications. These efforts are developing
pervasive shared resources and capabilities managed to support dynamic or structured virtual organizations
[1,2]. There are several key projects such as TeraGrid [3], the UK e-science program [4] and technologies
such as Globus [5], Gnutella [6,7], JXTA [8] and JINI [9]. In the Community Grids laboratory at Indiana
University, we have proposed peerShared Input Port (Replicated WS) Collaboration
to-peer Grids [10,11] integrating
many of these ideas, and developed
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1) A Web Service that supports collaboration by providing the Web service equivalent of H323, SIP and
JXTA functions – these include establishing sessions, clients, profiles and a collection of shared
resources. There is a new XML protocol XGSP introduced to capture the messaging needed to
implement this, which we term “Collaboration as a Web Service”. [17,18]
2) An event and messaging infrastructure NaradaBrokering [18, 19] that can manage the unicast and
multicast delivery of messages between the different clients. NaradaBrokering copes with multiple
protocols (both TCP/IP and UDP based) and tunnels through firewalls and network bottlenecks
determined by a performance module.
Critical to the concept of collaborative web services illustrated in figure 1, is that Web services are built
around messaging – their state is determined by control messages from the user or other services and their
“meaning” (in particular their output display) is defined by messages sent from other Web services. This
idea has prompted the development of WSRP (Web Services for Remote Portals) to specify the form of
user-facing ports [20]. This standard is layered on top of the basic WSDL specification of Web Service
ports [21].
Although any application is “just an object”, it is not like a distributed object or Web Service with messagebased input and output. Rather one has integrated software that bundles user interface, the “core of
application” and system interactions (to files and other programs) in a single package. Microsoft Word,
used to prepare this paper, is such a classic or legacy application. In fact there are the equivalents of the
Web services messages “hidden” inside the application where the message might appear as a method call
with the message placed on the program stack. Recognizing this, a variant of WSRP, WSIA (Web Services
for Interactive Applications) has been proposed for such cases [20].
Here we wish to investigate an approach that essentially builds all applications as Web services and
correspondingly
1) Defines all system interactions with messaging on resource facing ports
2) Separates the application into a “user interface” portion and a functional “core”
3) Converts all user interaction (such as mouse and keyboard actions) in the “user interface” to messages
sent for interpretation at the Web service
We suggest applying this design principle systematically will lead to many advantages including easier
support of universal access [22], easy deployment on server-controlled network computers, and the natural
support of collaboration. We are investigating this idea both in applications like Word but this is not trivial
because the object model defining such applications is not freely available. So here we choose to look at an
application – the Java SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) application [23] – whose full source is available
from Apache [24]. This application also has the important feature that it faithfully supports the W3C
document object model DOM [25-27] that essentially defines all needed SVG state in terms of their event
model. Further we can expect browsers, word processors and presentation programs to eventually adopt
such an object model. Thus we believe our study will indicate how any W3C DOM based application can
be built in the Web service fashion. In other publications we have explored the universal access
implications of this idea by using it to support collaborative SVG between desktop and PDA devices [28].
The work illustrates that the user interface can have many different realizations – it could just be a viewer
of a bitmap image as in other PDA work or can be the display of a vector graphics standard. There we did
not explore the W3C DOM rich event model, which is the focus here.
In the following section, we briefly review the MVC (Model View Controller) approach, which is closely
related to the Web service design pattern. More details can be found in [29]. We then describe our design of
an “event-driven message passing” collaborative SVG viewer system, analysis of the different event types
and current results. These are built on the NaradaBrokering and XGSP infrastructure already developed and
tested in conventional web service case. Finally we present some conclusions.
2. MVC Paradigm
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The well-known Model-View-Controller (MVC) framework [30] is the central concept behind the
Smalltalk-80 user interface. MVC applications are split into several triads each of which comprises a
relationship between a Model object, a View object and a Controller. The view manages the graphical
and/or textual display. The controller interprets the mouse and keyboard GUI events, commanding the
model and/or the view to change accordingly. The model implements core functions of the application (the
state and behavior of application domain), responds to requests for information about its state (usually from
the view), and responds to instructions to change state (usually from the controller).
The MVC model has been the basis for most widely used graphical environments nowadays [31]. Currently
this approach is typically implemented as an event-driven MVC model, where the controller becomes an
event handler that dispatches mouse
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The essential decomposition of SVG
and related applications can be derived
from the MVC paradigm. We take the
Model component and this essentially
becomes the Web Service as shown in
fig. 2, while the View becomes the user
interface. They are linked by the
NaradaBrokering
publish/subscribe
messaging system; the combination of
this with the preparation and
interpretation of messages corresponds
to the Controller MVC component. We
analyze all possible events and divide
them into DOM UIEvents (mouse and
keyboard events) and semantic events
(such as zooming). UIEvents are
generated in the View and are converted
into messages for the Model. One can
design different View modules (with
trade-offs
in
complexity
and
performance) through choice of which
semantic events to process in the Model
and which in the View component.
We support collaboration in two
extremes; firstly the shared input port
model where one replicates Web
services and delivers events generated
on a master View client to all instances
of the Model. These service their
associated View component. This has
maximal flexibility for customization of
each collaborative client while in the
shared output port of service

collaboration, a single Model instance uses NaradaBrokering to multicast rendering information to all
collaborating View modules. We show the resultant message passing in fig. 3 separately for the master
client defining the application state and other clients participating in the session. We show the two types of
messages – those defining overall context (Collaboration as a WS) and those corresponding to this SVG
application. Both are routed appropriately by NaradaBrokering.
4. Structure of Collaborative W3C DOM/SVG Events
We define a collaborative event as an object that wraps original SVG events with additional context
information for collaboration and Web service model. The context information helps to guide the events
through the NaradaBrokering system to reach other clients (subscribers in the same session). The receivers
un-wrap the collaborative event and get an SVG event that defines detailed actions on the SVG DOM. The
Model part of Web service application analyses the SVG event based on its type and then delivers the
resultant rendering information to the associated View(s). Below we summarize key types of event and their
structure.
1) We classify DOM events into two categories – UIEvents and semantic events.
The former comes from user input ─ mainly mouse and keyboard events; the latter higher-level events are
usually generated from UIEvents and represent functionality of the application or service. They includes UI
Logic Events and Mutation Events of the W3C DOM. Examples of semantic events in a SVG viewer
application are “Open a SVG document”, “Open An New Window”, “Open A Hyper Link”, “Zoom in”,
“Zoom out” and “Rotation” in a SVG viewer.
2) Master events vs. non-master events
In our collaborative session, all participating clients subscribe to an event topic through NaradaBrokering
system. Among them, only one client holds the “master” token and generates master events that trigger
collaborative behavior in the communication group. We term events that come from other participating
clients are non-master events. The master token can be changed dynamically. Further as discussed below,
non-master clients can – as in all such collaborative architectures – choose whether or not to follow
precisely the master’s state.
3) Major events vs. minor events
To build a robust system, we have to take into consideration that the following scenarios will occur in the
real world: clients will join and leave a collaborative session asynchronously; a client system will crash and
reboot; the replay service (recording of the collaborative session so far) is requested, and so forth. For the
purpose of synchronization and replay functions, we design a mechanism that marks the synchronization
point with major events. Major events are selected semantic DOM events (such as load a SVG file and
open a new window), which fully specify the application state. Minor events are events like “mouse move”
specifying “small” system changes. Note NaradaBrokering can save all published events (simply by
subscribing a persistent store to the session) and so always replay can be supported.
Collaboration involves sharing state between collaborating applications and we define state in terms of a
stream of time-stamped change (minor) events applied to a given initial state, which is a major event. We
commit this sequence of changes “every now and then” to form new major events that fully specify the
application but keep both the major events and the minor events that led up to them. A change (minor)
event based application specification is most powerful as one can dynamically choose which events to
accept and which events to discard; further each collaborative client can inject their own events. A state
(major) event is the most efficient way of specifying the instantaneous state of an application. By keeping
both major and minor events we can trade off performance and flexibility. Note both the full state and
change specifications are thought of as “just events”.
4) Collaboration as a Web Service (XGSP) Events
All information in our approach is carried by events transported by NaradaBrokering. The nature of the
collaboration (e.g. who is in the session and what applications are shared?) is specified by XGSP [11] and
generated by the Collaboration Web Service. This service initiates collaborative applications such as SVG
discussed here and for example generates the “master token”. Thus the Controller event handler must
process both events specialized to the application and such overall control events.
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5) Structure of Events
An event contains information such as follows:
• An original UIEvent or selected semantic events as generated by the DOM
• Event types (e.g. master/non-master, major/minor type)
• Context information of the collaboration (e.g. client ID, session/topic, windows name in a multiSVG viewer application, event sequence number)
• Context information of the Web services specifying application and collaboration session.
5. Conclusion
As discussed in earlier sections, we have designed and prototyped an approach to building DOM
applications as a Web service and then making them collaborative. We have reached the following
conclusions from the work reported in this paper ─
1) To share “legacy applications” like Microsoft Word and make them as shared Web services, we have
demonstrated a general approach involving conversion of the applications to an event-driven “message
passing MVC” model (figure 2). One separates the user interface interactions from core computation
or processing functions using message passing ─ systems with object-oriented design as illustrated by
the Java Batik SVG are particularly suitable for this strategy. Traditionally shared event collaborative
applications were generated by identifying state specifying actions as messages. We follow this idea
but by going through the Web Service route, create a cleaner more powerful architecture, which has
great value even when collaboration is not needed.
2) A collaborative event object should be well defined and contains sufficient information for
collaboration (including context information of collaboration, Web service and original SVG events
information). It reflects the essence of control in an event-driven message-passing model.
3) With the successful experience of building collaborative SVG DOM, we build up confidence for
continuing the approach of building other applications as Web services and using a similar
collaboration strategy. OpenOffice and Microsoft Office are natural applications to consider next.
4) In the final paper we will give more detail of the core events and study the performance of the Web
Service when compared to the conventional packaging.
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